
 
 
What's the di�erence between Entrepreneurial Behaviour and Entrepreneurship?
 
Entrepreneurship is when you act upon opportunities and ideas and transform
them into value for others. The value that is created can be �nancial, cultural or
social.
 
This de�nition focuses on value creation, no matter what type of value or context.
It covers value creation in any domain and possible value chain. It refers to value
creation in the private, public and third sectors and in any hybrid combination of
the three.
It thus embraces di�erent types of entrepreneurship, including intrapreneurship,
social entrepreneurship, green entrepreneurship and digital entrepreneurship.
 
Entrepreneurship as a competence apllies to all spheres of life. It enables citizines
to nurture their personal development, to actively contribute to social
development, to enter the jobmarket as employee or as self-employed, and to
start-up or scale-up ventures which may have a cultural, social or commercial
motive.
 
In this course we will inspire and ideate, provide resources and ways to collaborate
in a project and stimulate you into action - learning by doing and learning to
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re�ect, usefull for any future goal or challenge. Let’s get started!

IN TR ODUCTION

PR ACTICE

LET'S DO IT

EXTR A CH ALLEN GES

1. Letter of instruction

2. De�nitions of Entrepreneurship

3. The Entrepreneurship Competence Framework

4. Introduction 3 Areas

5. How to Start, Grow and Re�ect

6. Introduction Area 1 Ideas & Opportunities

7. Introduction Area 2 Resources

8. Introduction Area 3 Into Action

9. Workshop Effectuation Entrepreneurship

10. Project School of Life Sustainability

Challenge Spotting opportunities : Toilet paper

Challenge Vision : Apple



Challenge Ethical & Sustainable Thinking : Earth Day

Challenge Valuing ideas: Restaurant Business Covid-19



Letter of instruction

 
Please welcome to course Entrepreneurship. This course will open doors, help you to spot

opportunities, �nd resources and connections and ofcourse motivates you to take action.

Entrepreneurship is not an average subject in school. It is learning by doing. To understand

the meaning of entrepreneurship we will start by de�ning entrepreneurship and have a look

at all kinds of entrepreneurial behaviour in di�erent situations, not only in the business

context, but as a part of your "school of life". 

How to develop entrepreneurial skills and competences will be explained by The Entrecomp

Model, an European Framework. The EntreComp conceptual model is made up of two main

dimensions: the 3 competence areas (ideas & opportunities, resources and into action) that

directly mirror the de�nition of entrepreneurship as the ability to turn ideas into action that

generate value for someone other than oneself; and the 15 competences that, together, make

up the building blocks of the entrepreneurship as a competence for all citizens. 

Now we have understanding about the de�nitions we will inspire entrepreneurship by

motivational movies, quotes and speeches. Important to start noticing that entrepreneurship

is incorperated in every day life. We will introduce the 3 areas and have an closer view on the

5 competences each area. 

You will score your 15 competences in the beginning, middle and end of the course. Each

competence will be triggered by dynamic challenges. After the kick o� of this course you will
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be challenged and tested on your entrepreneurial skills. Short video's, questions and lot's of

visuals will help to �rst learn how to spot ideas and opportunities.  

Workshop E�ectuation (1-3 sessions) will cover all involved competences in more complex

situations and business opportunities. 

You will participate as an individual entrepreneur with your on personal brand, your own

purpose and own story to tell. Later on you will participate in a team, learning to ideate, co

create and pitch. 

This course is very inspirational, interactive and included working with proven models suchs

as e�ectuation, ideation, design thinking, lego serious play and business model canvas.

The �nal test of course Entrepreneurship is your SCHOOL OF LIFE project. You will de�ne

your own (sustainable) project goals, choose your own partners and use all expertise out of

this course Entrepreneurship to be succesfull. 

At the end you, your teammembers and your teacher will re�ect on 15 competences. 

Just do it! 





De�nitions of entrepreneurship
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP

De�nition of Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship is when you act upon opportunities and ideas and transform them into

value for others. The value that is created can be �nancial, cultural, or social 



Intrapreneurship

De�nition of Intrapreneurship

Intrapreneurship is entrepreneurship inside an organisation(see Pinchot, 1985). 



Green Entrepreneurship

De�nition of Green Entrepreneurship

Green entrepreneurship is entrepreneurship that has a positive e�ect on environment and

can be seen as a move to a more sustainable future (Schaper, 2012). 



Social Entrepreneurship

De�nition of Social Entrepreneurship

 

Social entrepreneurship is entrepreneurship that that aims to provide innovative solutions

to unsolved social problems. Therefore it often goes hand in hand with social innovation

processes, aimed at improving people’s lives by promoting social change (see OECD,

2010). 



Digital Entrepreneurship

De�nition of Digital Entrepreneurship

Digital entrepreneurship is entrepreneurship that involves the use of new digital

technologies (particularly social media, big data, mobile and cloud solutions). The purpose

of this use may be to improve business operations, invent new business models, improve

business intelligence or to engage with customers and stakeholders



Why is entrepreneurship important and why a reference framework?
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Introduction video EntreComp
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IDEAS & OPPORTUNITIES

This area refers to the entrepreneurial competence where especially the individual traits as spotting

opportunities, creativity, vision, valuing ideas, ethical and sustainable thinking are highlighted. The

following tools will tackle these topics, training students in turning ideas into action through di�erent

methods.Individuals should be fostered to use their imagination and ability to identify opportunities, but

at the same time to recognize needs and challenges on the market. In or-der to support entrepreneurial

activities, it is important to support students in the creation of creative and purposeful ideas. 

 

Hence, students should be induced to explore and experiment with innovative approaches and to

combine knowledge and resources to achieve valuable outcomes. Students should learn to work

towards their vision of the future by imaging the future, developing visions to turn ideas into action and

visualise future scenarios .Especially important is the maximal exploitation of ideas and opportunities

by recognizing the potential of an idea or opportunity, making out the most of it. 

 

Moreover, also the assessment of consequences and the impact of ideas and actions should be con-

sidered. Re�ecting about sustainable long-term goals might be especially useful here, as well as a

responsible acting





INTO ACTION

Into Action is a third entrepreneurial competence and compiles the last category. It in-cludes tools that

foster skills such as taking the initiative, planning and managing, cop-ing with uncertainty, ambiguity

and risk, working with others, and learning through experience.

 

Aim is to teach students how to initiate a process that creates value, how to cope with challenges, and

act independently to achieve goals. Very important in this context is also planning and managing,

whereby not only short-time goals have to be set, but also medium- and long-term goals. 

 

In order to adapt to unforeseen changes, students should learn how to develop action plans.Making

decisions under uncertainty is ex-tremely relevant for entrepreneurs and should be trained, by testing

ideas and pro-totypes to reduce the risk of failing in practice. Team work, collaboration and

networking are three essential cornerstones of every entrepreneurial activity and therefore crucial skills

for establishing a business. 

The training of interpersonal skills should therefore not be neglected in entrepreneurship education and

is fostered through the introduced tools in this category.Finally, learning by doing should be high-

lighted. 

The inclusion of peers and mentors is especially valuable here, and should help students re�ect and

learn from both success and failure.





RESOURCES

It is essential that students learn to believe in themselves and in turn develop further. 

 

Hence, a steady re�ection on needs and aspiration is important, as well as the as-sessment of individual

strengths and weaknesses.

 Finally, believing in being able to in�uence and change the course of events will lead to success.

Another crucial factor is motivation. Stu-dents should be trained in staying focused and being

determined to turn ideas into actions.

 

They should be supported to not give up and to be resilient under pressure and failure.Moreover,

students should learn how to e�ciently manage and allocate resources and in turn develop also

�nancial and eco-nomic know how. The calculation of costs and managing �nances is essential to turn

ideas into value-creating activities.

Finally, collaborating with others is empha-sized in order to gain needed support, whereby an e�ective

communication and persuasion are needed, as well as negotia-tion and leadership skills.

Learning by doing is more than just childsplay!

 





In the context of the EntreComp study, entrepreneurship is understood as a transversal key

competence applicable by individuals and groups, including existing organisations, across all

spheres of life. It is de�ned as follows:

Entrepreneurship is when you act upon opportunities and ideas and transform them into

value for others. The value that is created can be �nancial, cultural, or social (FFE-YE, 2012).

This de�nition focuses on value creation, no matter what type of value or context. It covers

value creation in any domain and possible value chain. It refers to value creation in the

private, public and third sectors and in any hybrid combination of the three. It thus embraces

di�erent types of entrepreneurship, including intrapreneurship, social entrepreneurship,

green entrepreneurship and digital entrepreneurship.  

Entrepreneurship as a competence applies to all spheres of life. It enables citizens to nurture

their personal development, to actively contribute to social development, to enter the job

market as employee or as self-employed, and to start-up or scale-up ventures which may

have a cultural, social or commercial motive.  

The EntreComp conceptual model is made up of two main dimensions: the 3 competence

areas that directly mirror the de�nition of entrepreneurship as the ability to turn ideas into

action that generate value for someone other than oneself; and the 15 competences that,

together, make up the building blocks of the entrepreneurship as a competence for all

citizens. We have listed the competences in Table 1. Each one is accompanied by a hint or an

exhortation to the learner to put the competence into practice and a descriptor, which breaks

it down into its core aspects.

‘Ideas and opportunities’, ‘Resources’ and ‘Into Action’ are the 3 areas of the conceptual

model and they have been labelled to stress entrepreneurship competence as the ability to

transform ideas and opportunities into action by mobilising resources. These resources can

be personal (namely, self-awareness and self-e�cacy, motivation and perseverance),

material (for instance, production means and �nancial resources) or non-material (for

instance, speci�c knowledge, skills and attitudes). The 3 competence areas are tightly

intertwined: entrepreneurship as a competence stands above all three of these together. The

15 competences are also interrelated and interconnected and should be treated as parts of a



whole. We are not suggesting that the learner should acquire the highest level of pro�ciency

in all 15 competences, or have the same pro�ciency across all the competences. The

framework does, however, imply that entrepreneurship as a competence is made up of 15

building blocks.

Inspirational videos

 
To understand the 3 Entrecomp Competence Areas it will help and inspire to watch and

discuss some videos. First you will watch a short introduction video to have a close look on

area 1 "Ideas and opportunities". Second we will watch some blockbusters and discuss area 2

"Resources". Third and �nal exercise is to record a short video by yourself  and focus on

competence area 3 "Into Action".

Entrepreneurship starts by spotting opportunities!



Challenge Area 1 Ideas and opportunities

1. See video once or twice and write down what in the video has to do with the

5 competences. 

2. Discuss each competence (5), below table can be useful. 

3. What in the video reminds you of your own spotting opportunies in your

childhood? 

4. How does this video inspires you to spot opportunities?

Ideas and opportunies

1.1 Spotting

opportunities 

Use your

imagination and

abilities to

identify

opportunities for

creating value 

Identify and seize opportunities to create value by
exploring the social, cultural and economic
landscape     

Identify needs and challenges that need to be
met 
Establish new connections and bring together
scattered elements of the landscape to create
opportunities to create value 

1.2 Creativity  

Develop creative

and purposeful

ideas 

Develop several ideas and opportunities to create
value, including better solutions to existing and
new challenges 

Explore and experiment with innovative
approaches 
Combine knowledge and resources to achieve
valuable e�ects 

1.3. Vision  

Work towards

your vision of

the future 

Imagine the future 

Develop a vision to turn ideas into action 
Visualise future scenarios to help guide e�ort
and action 

1.4 Valuing

ideas 

Make the most

of ideas and

opportunities 

Judge what value is in social, cultural and
economic terms 

Recognise the potential an idea has for creating
value and identify suitable ways of making the
most out of it 



1.5 Ethical and

sustainable

thinking 

Assess the

consequences

and impact of

ideas,

opportunities

and actions 

Assess the consequences of ideas that bring
value and the e�ect of entrepreneurial action on
the target community, the market, society and
the environment 

Re�ect on how sustainable long-term social,
cultural and economic goals are, and the course
of action chosen 
Act responsibly 

Blockbusters to have a closer view on resources!

 
To have a closer view on area 2 "Resources" also blockbusters are interesting course material.

For example Pay it forward is a perfect showcase for understanding competences in area 2.



Believe in yourself and keep developing

 
First of all is Pay It Forward, starring the then precocious preteen Hayley Joel Osment, Mad

About You star Helen Hunt and House of Cards celebrity Kevin Spacey. Producers based the

�lm on the novel of the same name by Catherine Ryan Hyde.

The movie surrounds a young boy, Trevor (Osment) who receives a unique, somewhat

challenging assignment from his emotionally scarred social studies teacher Eugene Simonet

(Spacey). The task is to come up with a plan to change the world.

Trevor designs a plan to pay forward the kindness that others show him. One person would

reach out to three people, each of whom, in turn, would help three others. He puts his plan

into action and gets into a few scrapes in the process. His mother, Arlene (Hunt) visits the

school with the intention of giving Simonet a piece of her mind.

The two end up falling in love instead. Meanwhile, Trevor continues to pay it forward, and his

e�orts reap positive results. Hayley’s performance is the most striking by far. He shows

wisdom and kindness that even adults cannot match.

You will have to watch the rest of the �lm to discover its sad, but poignant ending. It’s a life-

changing movie that will leave you thinking that if a 12-year-old can change the world, so

can you.

Area 2 Resources

In the context of this work, resources is a term that encompasses personal

resources (namely, self-awareness and self-ef�cacy, motivation and

perseverance), material resources (for instance, production means and �nancial



resources) or non-material resources (for instance, speci�c knowledge, skills and

attitudes).

Skills are the ability to apply knowledge and use know-how to complete tasks

and solve problems. In the context of the European Quali�cations Framework,

skills are described as cognitive (involving the use of logical, intuitive and

creative thinking) or practical (involving manual dexterity and the use of

methods, materials, tools and instruments) (European Parliament and the

Council, 2008).  

 Knowledge is the body of facts, principles, theories and practices that is related

to a �eld of work or study. In the context of the European Quali�cations

Framework, knowledge is described as theoretical and/or factual (European

Parliament and the Council, 2008). 

Challenge Area 2 Resources

1. Class will be divided in 3 groups. Each group will watch one of 3 movies at

home.  

2. You write down at least one or two passages in the movie �tting each

competence. 

2.1 Selfawareness and selfef�cacy 
1. 
2.

 

2.2 Motivation and perseverance 
1. 
2.

 

2.3 Mobilizing resources   
1. 
2.

 

2.4 Financial and economic literacy 1.  



2.

2.5. Mobilizing others 
1. 
2.

 

3. In class you will discuss each movie, 5 competences.(5 min per

competence) 

4. How does this movie inspires you?

Resources

2.1

Selfawareness

and

selfe�cacy 

Believe in

yourself and

keep developing 

Re�ect on your needs, aspirations and wants in
the short, medium and long term  

Identify and assess your individual and group
strengths and weaknesses 
Believe in your ability to in�uence the course of
events, despite uncertainty, setbacks and
temporary failures 

2.2 Motivation

and

perseverance 

Stay focused and

don't give up 

Be determined to turn ideas into action and
satisfy your need to achieve 

Be prepared to be patient and keep trying to
achieve your long-term individual or group aims 
Be resilient under pressure, adversity, and
temporary failure 

2.3 Mobilizing

resources  

Gather and

manage the

resources you

need 

Get and manage the material, non-material and
digital resources needed to turn ideas into
action 

Make the most of limited resources  
Get and manage the competences needed at any
stage, including technical, legal, tax and digital
competences 

2.4 Financial

and economic

literacy 

Develop

�nancial and

economic know

how 

Estimate the cost of turning an idea into a
valuecreating activity  

Plan, put in place and evaluate �nancial decisions
over time 
Manage �nancing to make sure my value-
creating activity can last over the long term 

2.5. Mobilizing

others 

Inspire, enthuse

and get others

on board 

Inspire and enthuse relevant stakeholders 

Get the support needed to achieve valuable
outcomes 
Demonstrate e�ective communication,
persuasion, negotiation and leadership 



Area 3 Into Action

 
Uncertainty is a situation which involves imperfect and (or) incomplete information, and

which a�ects the predictability of outcomes. Uncertainty entails a risk of undesired e�ect or

loss, whose probability and magnitude cannot be calculated.

Challenge Area 3 Into Action

1. In groups (4-6) you will record a 3-5 min videomovie trailer

called "Into Action". First step (15 min) is to choose a school

setting in which you can �t 5 competences and theme

"uncertainty". Think outside the box.

Invictus Freedom Writers Forrest Gump



2. In a 15 minute brainstorm you will produce a mindmap "how to

involve  5 into action competences. 

3. Write a short script by using 10 dia slides PPT.

4. Record by mobile phone the 3-5 min movie.

5. Show the movie in the classroom and discuss the 5 involved

competences.

3.1 Taking the

initiative 
Go for it 

Initiate processes that create value  

Take up challenges 
Act and work independently to achieve goals,
stick to intentions and carry out planned tasks 

3.2 Planning

and

management 

Prioritize,

organize and

follow-up 

Set long-, medium- and short-term goals 

De�ne priorities and action plans 
Adapt to unforeseen changes 

3.3 Coping with

uncertainty,

ambiguity and

risk 

Make decisions

dealing with

uncertainty, 

ambiguity and

risk 

Make decisions when the result of that decision
is uncertain, when the information available is
partial or ambiguous, or when there is a risk of
unintended outcomes 

Within the value-creating process, include
structured ways of testing ideas and prototypes
from the early stages, to reduce risks of failing 
Handle fast-moving situations promptly and
�exibly 

3.4 Working

with others 

Team up,

collaborate and

network 

Work together and co-operate with others to
develop ideas and turn them into action 

Network 
Solve con�icts and face up to competition
positively when necessary 

3.5. Learning

through

experience  

Learn by doing 

Use any initiative for value creation as a learning
opportunity 

Learn with others, including peers and mentors 
Re�ect and learn from both success and failure
(your own and other people’s) 



It's show time; INTO ACTION



Do you want to grow?

Selfscan EntreComp
As you will understand every individual person or groupe has it's own starting point. In this

course our goal is to help you grow. You will score your competences in the beginning phase,

middle phase and ending phase. The selfscan is a tool to evaluate your personal progress and

contribution to the activities or project during the course. Ways to score your Competences;

A) Please Score (0-10) 3 Competence Areas
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B) Please Score (0-10) 5 Competences in Area Opportunities & Ideas

C) Please Score (0-10) all 15 Competences

D) Please ask 2-5 other persons to score your Competences and ask for Feedback

E) Use Charts (Pie / Bar / Line) to analyse your score 

 

Entrecomp E-Scan.xlsx
17.2 KB

How to grow?
You have allready scored your entrepreneurship competences. To help you grow you will write

down your personal goals. It can be focused on one of 3 competence areas, on 3-5 choosen

competences out of 15 or even all 15 competences. You can also write down new goals during

the course. As long as it helps you "into action" :)

https://articulateusercontent.com/rise/courses/m9jWO8t2p-g3V6vqScuNQt0uh_XysG_U/drjl5IvqI88VNmH8-Entrecomp%2520E-Scan.xlsx


E-scan

Ideas & Opportunities



Ideas & Opportunities

E-scan 

Resources

Into Action

Spotting Opportunities

Creativity

Vision

Valuing Ideas

Ethical & Sustainable Thinking



STARRT re�ection tools
Now you have scored your self and have written down your GROW goals it is possible to

re�ect on your personal development. It is interesting to evaluate the activity or project

outcome and re�ect on your contribution. You can use several STARRT re�ection tools to

re�ect and discuss your progress in entrepreneurship. It is advised to re�ect at least 3 times

during a period or project. At the beginning, in the middle and at the end of the period or

project. 

Competences

A. Spotting Opportunities | 3

B. Creativity | 4

C. Vision | 4

D. Valuing Ideas | 2

E. Ethical & Sustainable Thinking | 5

F. Self Awareness | 7

G. Motivation | 8

H. Mobilising resources | 7

I. Financial literacy | 7

J. Mobilising Others | 8

Sc
o

re
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Spotting Opportunities

Identify and seize opportunities to create value by exploring the social, cultural and economic

landscape     

Identify needs and challenges that need to be met 

Establish new connections and bring together scattered elements of the landscape to create

opportunities to create value 





Creativity

Develop several ideas and opportunities to create value, including better solutions to existing and

new challenges 

Explore and experiment with innovative approaches 

Combine knowledge and resources to achieve valuable e�ects 





Vision

Imagine the future 

Develop a vision to turn ideas into action 

Visualise future scenarios to help guide e�ort and action 





Valuing Ideas

Judge what value is in social, cultural and economic terms 

Recognise the potential an idea has for creating value and identify suitable ways of making the

most out of it 





Ethical & Sustainable Thinking

Assess the consequences of ideas that bring value and the e�ect of entrepreneurial action on the

target community, the market, society and the environment 

Re�ect on how sustainable long-term social, cultural and economic goals are, and the course of

action chosen 

Act responsibly 

Flipping Cards

 
How does she spot





p
opportunities?

 

How did you use creativity in
your childhood?

What's your vision on your
future?



 

 

Ideas and opportunities

How do you value ideas?

What is important for you
regarding ethical and
sustainable thinking?



"Football a playground for Entrepreneurship"

 
As you probably know Football is a very large sport in the world. Football is also an

interesting "playground" for entrepreneurial behaviour. In surroundings and situations kids

can't play the game as easy as you might think. They have to spot opportunities, create and

use all kinds of entrepreneurial skills. 

You have seen the Football video allready? Interesting to see how kids can be inspired to be

entrepreneurial in hard circumstances to play the game. 

CHALLENGE: WRITE DOWN THE ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS/COMPETENCES YOU SEE IN

THE MOVIE!

 

 

 



How to play football in di�cult circumstances? What entrepreneurial skills did you see in the

movie? Please write down!

DO YOU KNOW HOW TO PLAY THE GAME?

 Johan Cruyff Foundation

 
Sports and play are an important part of a child’s proper, healthy development. Based on this

vision, Johan Cruij� founded the Cruy� Foundation more than twenty years ago. Sport

improves the �tness of children, teaches them to interact, and helps their personal

development. Unfortunately, not every child can easily take part in sports and play, for

example because of a lack of space.



Through projects like the Cruy� Courts, Schoolyard14, and sports projects for children with a

disability, we give children the space to take part in sports and be active. We do this all over

the world, as it is necessary to help children anywhere in the world stay healthy and to work

together to help them hold their own in this often complex society. In doing this, we are still

working from Johan’s values: professional, self-willed, involved, positive, connecting,

accessible, and passionate.

Our objective is to give children as much space as possible to play sports and be active, with

special attention for children in need and a commitment to sustainability. We like to

cooperate to achieve our objectives. This enables us to work in a sustainable way and to

enhance our impact on the following four themes:

Health

Liveability

Personal development

Participation

Our social relevance is bigger than ever. Children spend more and more time in front of a

screen and spend less time being active and playing outside. Their world is becoming more

individualistic, while obesity is on the rise. In other places on the world, there is a lot of

poverty, drug abuse, and gender discrimination. This prevents children from getting the most

out of themselves and may even lead them astray.

Sport can make a change for all these children, as sport is a universal language for children,

regardless of their background, culture, religion, or ability. Sport fosters personal

development, self-con�dence, and connection, things that every child, anywhere in the

world, is entitled to. This is why the Cruy� Foundation creates space for children. To get and

keep them active.



CHALLENGE: "14 rules"!
Please study the 14 rules.

1. What 3 rules do you �nd inspirational / attracts you the most?

2. Please choose a minimum of 5 rules that match entrepreneurial competences



3. What do you know about Johan Cruij� ? 

4. What can you say about the way he played the game? 

5. What can you say about his "entrepreneurial behaviour" in the �eld?

6. What can you say about his "entrepreneurial behaviour" outside the �eld?

 

How to support your favourite club outside the stadium?

 

CHALLENGE: NO FANS IN THE FOOTBALL STADIUM!

As you probably know all international competitions have been paused or even stopped

abrubt, due to the Covid-19 / Corona Virus. Recently some large competitions restarted. In

Germany games have been played in stadions without supporters allready. Di�cult to balance



economic and health impact. However in this situation people are challenged to be creative, to

spot opportunities and �nd solutions. 

What "out of the box" ideas can you come up with to replace fans in the football stadium?

How can you �ll up the lack of atmosphere? So that football players still feel supported by the

fans during playing the game and how can supporters at home still feel the "real live"

experience at home?
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Motivation & Perseverance

Be determined to turn ideas into action and satisfy your need to achieve 

Be prepared to be patient and keep trying to achieve your long-term individual or group aims 

Be resilient under pressure, adversity, and temporary failure 





Self Awareness & Self Ef�cacy

Re�ect on your needs, aspirations and wants in the short, medium and long term  

Identify and assess your individual and group strengths and weaknesses 

Believe in your ability to in�uence the course of events, despite uncertainty, setbacks and

temporary failures 





Financial & Economical Literacy

Estimate the cost of turning an idea into a valuecreating activity  

Plan, put in place and evaluate �nancial decisions over time 

Manage �nancing to make sure my value-creating activity can last over the long term 





Mobilizing Others

Inspire and enthuse relevant stakeholders 

Get the support needed to achieve valuable outcomes 

Demonstrate e�ective communication, persuasion, negotiation and leadership 





Mobilizing Resources

Get and manage the material, non-material and digital resources needed to turn ideas into action 

Make the most of limited resources  

Get and manage the competences needed at any stage, including technical, legal, tax and digital

competences 

Flipping Cards

What can you say about your
self-awareness?





What about your motivation
and perseverance? 

What do you know about
mobilising resources?



What resources do we need?
Let's say the idea is de�ned. What do we do now? Who can help me or us to prototype, to

pitch, to invest and take the next step. What resources do we need? Think about facilities and

expertise. It all starts with highly motivated people to level up.

How is your �nancial and
economic literacy?

How do you mobilise others?



https://youtu.be/89Kq8SDyvfg

Selfawareness and selfe�cacy

Please see movie Pursuit of Hapiness.

Re�ect on your needs, aspirations and wants in the short, medium and
long term  

Identify and assess your individual and group strengths and
weaknesses 

Believe in your ability to in�uence the course of events, despite
uncertainty, setbacks and temporary failures 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cgxSL926N8



Motivation and perseverance

Please see speech

 

Be determined to turn ideas into action and satisfy your need to
achieve 

Be prepared to be patient and keep trying to achieve your long-term
individual or group aims 

Be resilient under pressure, adversity, and temporary failure 

 

https://youtu.be/aEr6K1bwIVs

Mobilising Resources

Please read the book Steve Jobs

Get and manage the material, non-material and digital resources
needed to turn ideas into action 

Make the most of limited resources  



Get and manage the competences needed at any stage, including
technical, legal, tax and digital competences 

https://youtu.be/VH35Iz9veM0

Economic literacy and �nance

Please see the internet for more about Richard Branson



Estimate the cost of turning an idea into a valuecreating activity  

Plan, put in place and evaluate �nancial decisions over time 

Manage �nancing to make sure my value-creating activity can last over
the long term 

https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action?

language=nl

Mobilise others

Please see tedX and reads books about the golden circle

Inspire and enthuse relevant stakeholders 

Get the support needed to achieve valuable outcomes 

Demonstrate e�ective communication, persuasion, negotiation and
leadership 



Start your own crowdfunding!

CHALLENGE CROWDFUNDING

 
It all started in your childhood. In order to buy your favourite toy you started saving and

earning little money. How did you make money? Washing cars, gardening, helping your mom

and dad on saturdays? Later on you had your �rst job, working during holidays and in the

weekends. Maybe in your local supermarket or helping out in a family business.

To set up a business company or achieve larger goals you probably need bigger money.

Instead of working and saving yourself you can also look voor investors for your (business)

idea. What's in it for them? If you have a contributional idea and you are able to pitch it ? But

how about new ways such as crowdfunding. What do you know about crowdfunding? What

succesful examples can you �nd on the internet? What is important to go viral with your

(business)idea and stimulate your crowd to invest?

CHALLENGE: De�ne a personal goal or contribution to society. How can you start a

crowdfunding for the amount you need? Which method can help you to value your idea and

which stakeholders do you need? How can you start pitching and prototyping? How can you

start networking and organising other activitities. How do manage this project?
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8. Introduction Area 3 Into Action












Learning Through Experience

Use any initiative for value creation as a learning opportunity 

Learn with others, including peers and mentors 

Re�ect and learn from both success and failure (your own and other people’s) 





Working with Others

Work together and co-operate with others to develop ideas and turn them into action 

Network 

Solve con�icts and face up to competition positively when necessary 





Planning & Management

Set long-, medium- and short-term goals 

De�ne priorities and action plans 

Adapt to unforeseen changes 





Taking The Initiative

Initiate processes that create value  

Take up challenges 

Act and work independently to achieve goals, stick to intentions and carry out planned tasks 





Coping with uncertainty

Make decisions when the result of that decision is uncertain, when the information available is

partial or ambiguous, or when there is a risk of unintended outcomes 

Within the value-creating process, include structured ways of testing ideas and prototypes from

the early stages, to reduce risks of failing 

Handle fast-moving situations promptly and �exibly 

Flipping Cards

D t k th i iti ti ?





Do you take the initiative?

How about your planning and
management skills?

How do you cope with
uncertainty and risk?



Into action

 

How do you work with others? 

How do you learn through
experience?



Take initiative

Initiate processes that create value  

Take up challenges 

Act and work independently to achieve goals, stick to intentions and
carry out planned tasks 

Planning and management

Set long-, medium- and short-term goals 

De�ne priorities and action plans 

Adapt to unforeseen changes 



Coping with uncerainty

Make decisions when the result of that decision is uncertain, when the
information available is partial or ambiguous, or when there is a risk of
unintended outcomes 

Within the value-creating process, include structured ways of testing
ideas and prototypes from the early stages, to reduce risks of failing 

Handle fast-moving situations promptly and �exibly 

Work with others



Work together and co-operate with others to develop ideas and turn
them into action 

Network 

Solve con�icts and face up to competition positively when necessary 

Learning by doing

Use any initiative for value creation as a learning opportunity 

Learn with others, including peers and mentors 

Re�ect and learn from both success and failure (your own and other
people’s) 



Workshop E�ectuation Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship is learning by doing. In this workshop you will experience the way you can

ideate, co create and set up a Business Model. We will introduce not only e�ectuation, but als

ideation, design thinking, lego serious play and business model canvas. The main focus in

workshop is to �re start your ideas and get into action!
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9. Workshop Effectuation Entrepreneurship

LET ME INTRODUCE MYSELF 

 

I AM A SUPER HEROE

 

PERSONAL BRANDING



I AM THE PILOT OF MY PLANE

 

THIS IS MY JOURNEY

 

LEADERSHIP

THIS IS MY TEAM

 

THESE ARE MY FUTURE BUSINESS PARTNERS

 

CO CREATION



Workshop Entrepreneurship.pptx
13 MB

https://articulateusercontent.com/rise/courses/m9jWO8t2p-g3V6vqScuNQt0uh_XysG_U/73NxyHEn2XpGNVf2-Workshop%2520Entrepreneurship.pptx
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10. Project School of Life Sustainability





Design your own project for your school of life!

Introduction Designing your School of Life Project
 

Projectmanagement is in a way important for everybody. Not only for entrepreneurs,

projectmanagers or other employees, but also in your personal life. We all know that for

example a wedding can be organised by a weddingplanner or master of ceremony. The

planning of a "travel around the world" and writing a book are also projects in your school of

life.  

Also in times of crisis it can be helpfull to know how set up a set of activities in order to reach

personal and community goals in life. Challenging complex situations with high impact on a

global scale, such as the Corona impact and large global themes such as racisme and equal

rights, requires entrepreneurial behaviour (stand out and demonstrate ?) and project

management skills in order to �nd sustainble solutions to heal the world (make it a better

place). It is interesting to �nd the right balance in management and entrepreneurship to

achieve goals. The right balance in (over)thinking and (just) doing, follow your hard and use

your passion.

In Business most of the times projects will be de�ned, a project structure will be build. Every

project demands a di�erent approach. Lot's of project tools or project methods are available.

The SCHOOL OF LIFE project is a project you will design yourself by using methods such as

Lego Serious Play,  E�ectuation, Designthinking and or Business Model Canvas. It all starts

with your own projectidea. Which situation, problem in the world or opening in the market,

triggers you to �nd a solution, to design a product or service or to make a large not yet

de�ned contribution to a sustainable world. 



So it can be business wise or life changing for others and yourself, as a part of your SCHOOL

OF LIFE.  A project you de�ne yourself is challeging for you, groupemembers, teachers and all

involved stakeholders. 

The outcome is uncertain, so let's get started ;) 



Introduction Challenge Spotting opportunities
Identify and seize opportunities to create value by exploring the social, cultural and economic

landscape.  

Identify needs and challenges that need to be met. Establish new connections and bring

together scattered elements of the landscape to create opportunities to create value.  

Challenge
Please use your imagination. What can you do with empty toiletpaper? 
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Challenge Spotting opportunities : Toilet paper



1. Write down as much ideas as you can in 5 minutes? (minimum 10)

2. Choose 3 ideas that could be interesting for others (functional or fun) and think about how

to design in 5 minutes each?

3. Choose your "golden idea" and create a prototype in 30 minutes? Good luck



Introduction Challenge
Imagine the future. Develop a vision to turn ideas into action. Visualise future scenarios to

help guide e�ort and action. 

Who is your "legend"? Why is he or she so inspiring?
 

To understand vision it is interesting to be inspired by someone. Why is he or she so

inspiring to you? Is it what he or she says or does ? Is it what this person has achieved? 

Steven Paul Jobs was an American inventor, designer and entrepreneur who was the co-

founder, chief executive and chairman of Apple Computer. Apple's revolutionary products,

which include the iPod, iPhone and iPad, are now seen as dictating the evolution of modern

technology. 
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Challenge Vision : Apple



Back of card 1

Back of card 2

Back of card 3





Introduction Challenge Ethical & Sustainable Thinking
What do you know about Earth Day? Please see link below.

What do you know about People Pro�t Planet in relation to sustainability?

What do you know about Global Goals in our school, in our community?
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Challenge Ethical & Sustainable Thinking : Earth Day



https://www.earthday.org/earth-day-2021/

Earth Day

People Pro�t Planet



Global Goals



Project Sustainable Business!



Introduction Challenge Valuing ideas

How to serve your customers in Covid-19 / Corona Crisis?!

 
Judge what value is in social, cultural and economic terms. Recognise the potential an idea

has for creating value and identify suitable ways of making the most out of it. We will af a

closer look on the business opportunities of restaurant owners during the Covid-19 / Corona

Crisis by using 4 methods to value business ideas

 

1. E�ectuation 

2. Design Thinking

3. Business Model Canvas

4. Lego Serious Play
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Challenge Valuing ideas: Restaurant Business Covid-
19



Combination of Lego Serious Play and Business Model Canvas



E�ectuation Model

 

How to serve your customers? (1)

All restaurants had to close their bussiness. Meaning the could not have customers in the

restaurant for weeks and no turnover. In order to make money the owners had to come up

with other services in order to survive. For example lot's of restaurants started to cater. Some

of them pushed local produced products. If you were the owner of a restaurant what new

services or businesses would you think o�? 

Please use e�ectuation model to work out a business case for a restaurant owner

in your city!

 

 



 

 

 

Design Thinking Model

How to serve your customers? (2)

All restaurants had to close their bussiness. Meaning the could not have customers in the

restaurant for weeks and no turnover. Recently the government decided to re open the

restaurants starting 1st of june 2020 by strict regulation in order to keep social distancing etc.

All waiters in restaurants are strugling how to meet regulations and still be a perfect host and



show hospitality to their customers. If you were the owner of a restaurant what new

ways of showing hospitality would you think o�? 

Please use Design Thinking to work out Covid-19 / Corona proof hospitality!

Business Model Canvas

How to serve your customers? (3)

All restaurants had to close their bussiness. Meaning the could not have customers in the

restaurant for weeks and no turnover. Recently the government decided to re open the

restaurants and also the terrasses outside, starting 1st of june 2020 by strict regulation in

order to keep social distancing etc. All restaurant owners were thinking of new opportunities

outside, even when a terras in front of the restaurant is not possible. If you were the owner

of a restaurant what "Terras options in your city" would you think o�? For example

hiring a piece of land of a farmer nearby.



Please use Business Model Canvassing  to work out Covid-19 / Corona proof

options to open a pro�table terras in your city!

Lego Serious Play

How to serve your customers? (4)

All restaurants had to close their bussiness. Meaning the could not have customers in the

restaurant for weeks and no turnover. Recently the government decided to re open the

restaurants and also the terrasses outside, starting 1st of june 2020 by strict regulation in

order to keep social distancing etc. All restaurant owners were thinking of new opportunities

outside, even when a terras in front of the restaurant is not possible. If you were the owner

of a restaurant what "Terras options  or other new businesses in your city" would you

think o�? 

Please use Lego Serious Play  to work out Covid-19 / Corona proof ideas to open a pro�table

terras or new business in your city!


